REGISTRATION is offered in partnership with the Graduate School. Workshops offered Fall 2017 and Spring 2018. Check the Graduate School Workshop website at: https://ias.itap.purdue.edu/rgs/wgb_workshop.disp_online_workshop. For more information visit http://guides.lib.purdue.edu/grip or contact Natasha Johnson at: nejohnson@purdue.edu.

Working with Data
- Data Management with NVivo
- Data Management with RedCap
- Data Organization with Excel
- Data Sharing and Publication
- Storage for Data Management and Sharing
- Data Hand-Off
- Spatial Data Integration
- Intro to Voyant Tools
- and many more...

Communicating Your Scholarship
- Retaining Your Copyright
- Selecting Journals for Publication
- Avoiding Predatory Journals
- Managing Your Professional Identity
- Introduction to Systematic Reviews
- Conducting a Literature Review
- and many more...

Managing Your Research
- Navigating the Archival Research Process, Preserving Your Digital Research
- Choosing a Citation Manager
- EndNote
- Zotero
- and many more...